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157.15.1 Parking or stopping
on public way
157.17 Handicap Parking
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157.02.2 Parked Where
Signs Prohibit parking
157.09 Parked at a Bus Stop
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158.02 No Parking Anytime
170.02 Person in Park after
Hours
170.07.g Parked on
grass/pathway
170.07.h Vehicle in park after
hours
200.05 Dog at Large
200.09 Failure to clean up
feces

Park Security Update
In the month of June Park Security
Events and Activities
-All Restrooms and Parks are open for the season.

Access Control Management
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PARK Security Incident Reports
Number of Incident Reports: 76
Officers Reporting: Frank Loeffelholz #442
Jim McLellan
Catherine Grilz
Patrick McCabe
Ron Kruczek
Matt Solheid
Jamison Puffer
Tekesteb Dinberu
Andy Vang
Fidel Dickson
Mike Wolf
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Narrative:
6 /01/08: Hidden Falls South (Solheid): While patrolling, found a deceased dog laying in the turn around.
Solheid contacted Ramsey Data and had Animal Control notified.
6/01/08: Como (Palm Lot) (McCabe): Contacted by a man who stated that he had been hit by a car and that the
car had taken off and left. Medics and police were contacted. The man refused treatment and the officer took the
report. This entire incident stemmed the victim attempting to stand in a parking space to reserve it for his wife.
6/01/08: Watergate Marina (McLellan): Responded to assist SPPD with entering into the Watergate Marina
area. Squads were responding to a report of juveniles running around in the area.
6/2/08: Como Park (Solheid): Advised by park users that a male had crashed his bike near Hamline and Horton
and was laying hunched over in the woods. Upon arrival, the male was talking to himself and did not
communicate with Solheid. Squads arrived and searched the male to find a bottle of vodka. The male was
transported to detox and Solheid took custody of the bike and took it down to the police impound lot.
6/2/08: Como Town (McCabe): Responded to Como Zoo to assist with Terroristic Threats.
6/2/08: Kennard and York (Puffer): Assisted SPPD with shutting down a road so that a K9 Team could track a
suspect in a burglary.
6/3/08: Como Palm Lot (Vang): Took a theft from auto report over the phone from a female in Red Wing who
had been at the Como Zoo earlier in the day. The victim stated that her purse was in the trunk of her unlocked
trunk and that when she arrived home that night, discovered it missing.
6/6/08: Como Zoo (McCabe): Took a report of a theft from auto in the Wolf Lot. Upon arrival, met with officers
who had a suspect vehicle license number. A short time later, SPPD were able to located the suspect vehicle
and arrest the suspect who, still had the victims ID and credit cards on their person. SPPD gave McCabe back
the victims items and McCabe was able to located the victim and give them back to her.
6/6/08: Newell (Puffer): Assisted SPPD who heard an alarm coming from the Newel Pavilion. SPPD had found
the interior bathroom doors unsecured. Puffer re-secured the doors and cleared.
6/8/08: Prosperity Rec (McLellan): While in the area of Prosperity Rec center, heard 7 gun shots come from the
area of Hazelwood & Maryland. McLellan contacted SPPD and gave the info and then cleared from the area.
6/9/08: Como Zoo (Vang): Found a purse in the Sunken Garden and was able to call the owner and later return
it to her.
6/9/08: Frank & Reany (Puffer/Wolf): Assisted a squad who was out with some suspicious parties. Cleared once
the squad was code 4.
6/10/08: Sylvan Rec (Puffer): Assisted squads with three separate fights. Upon arrival, the fights were off park
property and across the street with squads. Several gang members were identified that were present at the fight.
Puffer, Wolf and Vang increased patrol for the rest of the day.
6/11/08: Como Zoo (Vang): Assisted SPPD with a theft from auto call. Vang advised the victim to call the next
day and have a tele-serv report made.

PARK Security Incident Reports
6/11/08: Margaret Rec (Puffer): Assisted SPPD with a fight in front of the rec. Upon arrival, the fight was GOA
and plants and the Sgt. Gerry Vick plaques were thrown into the street.
6/11/08: Sylvan Rec (Wolf): Assisted staff at the Rec center with a theft of a bike. After further investigation, it
was determined to be a miscommunication and the bike was returned without incident.
6/12/08: Phalen Park (Puffer/McCabe): Assisted SPPD searching the area in regards to a fight. Upon completion
of the search, everyone involved was GOA.
6/12/08: Arlington Rec (Puffer): Contacted by staff in regards to a bike theft by a juvenile. Upon arrival, the young
suspect returned the bike. A squad stopped by and advised.
6/12/08: McMurray Fields (Puffer/McLellan): Assisted a female who had her window smashed out and her purse
taken. McLellan and Puffer assisted by checking the area and waiting with the victim until she was calm enough to
drive. SPPD advised the victim to call on Friday and make a tele-serv report via phone.
6/14/08: Como West Picnic (Vang): Was contacted by a person who stated that they had found a lost child.
While a squad was in route to assist, Vang was able to locate the child’s parents.
6/16/08: Ames Lake (Vang/Dickson): Assisted SPPD with advising several males who had pit bulls.
6/18/08: Margaret Rec (Puffer): Assisted REC staff with a male who had been on the tire swing and inadvertently
kicked in the head. The male was unconscious when Puffer and squads arrived. Medics were called and
transported the male who had regained consciousness before transport.
6/20/08: Como Zoo (McCabe): Assisted a female with a theft from person. A male suspect had taken a phone out
of the females purse. The female was able to identify the suspect and get her phone back y calling it. The male
removed the phone from his pocket and gave it back to female. McCabe checked the area but was unable to locate
the suspect.
6/20/08: Phalen Park (Puffer): Assisted SPPD with checking on a possible stolen car. Puffer was able to
determine through checking that the car was not stolen.
6/20/08: Phalen Park (Puffer): Assisted Parks staff at the Phalen Pavilion is regards to a possible theft of Cushman
keys. The shelter had been opened up due to inclement weather and the keys were gone soon there after. Parks
Supervisor stated a staff member could have taken keys home by mistake.
6/21/08: Duluth/Case (McLellan): Assisted SPPD who had just ended a police pursuit that ended on the #4
baseball diamond at Duluth/Case, taking out all of the backstop fencing.
6/21/08: Jackson/Maryland (McLellan) Witnessed a male being assaulted at the intersection. Call for SPPD who
responded. The male being assaulted was extremely intoxicated and ended up assaulting an officer and was taken
to jail for assault and public intoxication.
6/21/08: Como: Frog Lot (McCabe): While stopped and waiting for cars to back out, noticed a male driver behind
laying on the horn repeatedly. When asked what the problem was, the male said he was upset with not being able
to move in the lot. McCabe told the man to be patient as the parking issue would quickly right itself shortly.
6/21/08: Rice Park (Vang): Assisted Harriet Island staff with escorting a vendor who is in the park vending
without a permit. The vendor did not want to leave the park so SPPD was called and the vendor quickly became
compliant and left without further incident.

PARK Security Incident Reports
6/21/08: Lexington/Concordia (Grilz): Heard an accident occur while at Jimmy Lee/GRWP. Went over the
accident and called for medics as one person had some pain in their arm. Assisted SPPD with traffic until squads
were clear.
6/21/08: Swede Hollow (Vang): Was notified about homeless people setting up camp in Upper Swede Hollow.
Vang contacted SPPD who assisted him with clearing the homeless out.
6/22/08: Phalen Maint. (Vang): Vang was about to go in to eat lunch at Phalen Maintenance, when he discovered
the door unsecured and the alarm system disarmed. Vang checked the interior and found it clear. Weekend Super.
Rick Pantellis stated that his staff was not in it that day but it could have been the Golf Maint.
6/22/08: North Hidden Falls (Vang): Assisted SPPD with a call for kids drinking in the park. Vang was able to
locate the kids and stood by until squads arrived.
6/22/08: Highland Park (McLellan): Came about a suspicious vehicle in the lot after hours. Found that all of the
occupants had been drinking and were also underage. SPPD was contacted and subsequently searched the
vehicle to find several fake ID’s. SPPD arrested the underage individuals and impounded the car.
6/22/08: Rice/Cook (McLellan): Witnessed a vehicle crash into a light pole in a parking lot. When checking on
injuries, noticed that the driver had a strong odor of alcohol coming from his breath. Because there had been a
shooting, no SPPD Squads were available. State Patrol arrived and arrested the driver for DUI as his blood alcohol
concentration was .16 (double the legal limit of .08).
6/23/08: Harriet Island (Vang): While on patrol, came about a light pole that had been knocked down. Vang
contacted Street Maintenance and cleared.
6/24/08: Oxford/GRWP (Vang): Arrived at GRWP after hearing radio transmission for a fight involving around 30
people. Arrived and met with squads who had broken up the fight.
6/24/08: Oxford/GRWP (Vang): Notified by lifeguards of fight in the parking lot. Vang contacted SPPD to assist
and went out to evaluate the situation. Vang wet with staff that was breaking up the fight. A utility knife was
recovered. SPPD arrived to take male into custody as the fight was about an alleged CSC possibly committed by
the male in custody.
6/26/08: Mounds Park (McLellan): While checking on a suspicious vehicle in the lot, encountered the occupants
coming out of the park. Squads responded and searched the vehicle to find drug paraphernalia and an air pistol
that had been modified to look like a real hand gun. The female was arrested for giving false info and warrants and
the male was arrested on warrants. The vehicle was towed and impounded.
6/27/08: Como Park (McCabe): Responded to a person possibly having a heart attack. Upon arrival found that a
female was having a difficult time breathing and complaining of stomach pain. Medics were called and transported
the female.
6/27/08: 1662 Sims (Puffer): Was contacted by the neighborhood in regards to an open door at the residence.
Puffer arrived to find the downstairs door wide open. Puffer contacted SPPD who checked the interior to find it
clear. Assumed the family dog scared off whoever was attempting to gain entry into the home.
6/28/08: Dutch Oven (McLellan): Found several juveniles inside of the fenced area of the Dutch Oven who then
took off running. McLellan was able to stop one of the juveniles as the fence around the oven was now hunched
over. Information was obtained from the individuals and they were sent home.
6/29/08: Hidden Falls N (Loeffelholz/McLellan): While leaving the park noticed a truck without lights heading
towards the boat launch. Upon contact the males had beers in the truck and stated that they were going down to
the river to, “drink beers and chill.” SPPD was contacted and transported the individuals home while their vehicle
was locked in for the night by Loeffelholz.
6/29/08: Humboldt HS (Grilz) While on site for the Star of the North Games, was contacted by staff in regards to
two males who were playing in a basketball game that were being disorderly towards game officials. The decision
was made by staff to escort the individuals out. The individuals were compliant and left without further incident.
6/30/08: Summit Park (Wolf/Vang) While pulling into the lot found an extremely intoxicated juvenile, passed out in
the bushes. SPPD was contacted and arrived to take the juvenile home.
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6/1/08 (Phalen Lakeside) Solheid received an alarm call for interior motion at the Phalen Lakeside building. All
was found to be secure. Silent Knight contacted and cleared. False Alarm
6/1/08 (Como Streetcar) McCabe responded to an alarm at the Como Street Car station. As McCabe arrived,
Silent Knight called to cancel as the right code had been entered.
6/3/08 (Phalen Rec) Puffer responded to an alarm at Phalen Rec that covered the interior motions. While waiting
for squads, saw to parks workers inside and made contact with them. The workers were having trouble with the
alarm. Puffer cancelled squads. False Alarm
6/4/08 (Eastview Rec) Vang responded to an alarm at the Eastview Rec center. Upon arrival, found that the
warming house door was open. Vang re-secured the building and cleared. Unsecured Building
6/4/08 (CSF) Vang received an alarm about the Vehicle Storage shed at CSF. Before arrival, Silent Knight
cancelled and stated that the correct code had been entered. Upon arrival, Vang found that there were workers
onsite who were attempting to find a lost cell phone in the vehicles inside of the shed. False Alarm
6/6/08 (Phalen Boat House) Puffer received a call from McCabe regarding a phone alarm. Upon arrival, the
building was secure and Puffer cleared. False Alarm
6/10/08 (Northdale Rec) Vang went to the Rec center to check the building out but found out soon there after
that his security fob did not work. Vang was able to disarm the building and re-arm it successfully. False Alarm
6/13/08 (Como Conservatory) Loeffelholz received a call from Silent Knight in regards to an alarm at the Como
Conservatory for a hall motion. Upon checking the interior, Dinberu and Loeffelholz discovered a double door on
the north side of the growing area, slightly ajar. Officers secured the doors and re-armed the building. False
alarm
6/14/08 (Phalen Maint) Solheid responded to a call for overhead door trip. Upon arrival all doors were found
secure and the alarm was re-armed. False Alarm
6/15/08 (Dunning Rec) Solheid received a call for trouble on the panel due to a power outage. Upon arrival,
Solheid reset the panel and re-armed the building. False Alarm
6/15/08 (West Minne Rec) Solheid responded to an alarm for trouble on the fire panel. Upon arrival, Solheid was
unable to reset the alarm and notified Joe Buzicky. False Alarm
6/15/08 (Linwood Rec) Vang responded to an alarm that covered the 2nd floor motions. Upon arrival, all door
exterior doors were found secure and the building was clear. False Alarm
6/14/08 (Highland Maint) Loeffelholz received a call for southwest door trips. Upon arrival, the door was
discovered ajar. Loeffelholz secured the door and checked the interior to find nothing. Unsecured Building

JUNE ALARM CALLS
6/15/08 (W Minnehaha Rec) Loeffelholz received a call for a trouble fire alarm. Upon arrival, Loeffelholz discovered the alarm was for the CPU.
Loeffelholz checked the building and cleared. False Alarm
6/17/08 (Battle Creek Rec) Loeffelholz received a call for 2 classroom motion alarms. Loeffelholz arrived and checked the interior to find no trouble.
False Alarm
6/18/08 (Jimmy Lee/GRWP) Vang received a call for an elevator alarm. Vang contacted Dickson who was onsite and informed him of the alarm. Dickson
checked the elevator to find nothing wrong. False Alarm
6/20/08 (Sylvan Rec) Puffer received an alarm for southwest door. McCabe responded and checked all doors to find them secure. False Alarm
6/20/08 (MLK Rec) Puffer received a call in regards to an interior alarm between MLK Rec and Hallie Q. Vang responded and found that it was kids
playing around. False Alarm
6/22/08 (Linwood Rec) Solheid responded to an alarm call for interior motion. Upon arrival Solheid found all the exterior doors secure and the interior
clear. False Alarm
6/22/08 (Oxford Rec) Solheid received a call in regards to an elevator alarm. Vang responded and found nothing to be wrong. False Alarm
6/23/08 (Hazel Park Rec) Vang received a call in regards to an alarm. Upon arrival, Vang found staff were onsite and cancelled SPPD Squads. False
Alarm
6/23/08 (Como Streetcar) Vang received a call about an alarm. Vang contacted McCabe who arrived to find District Staff onsite who stated that they had
found the door unlocked. Unsecured Building
6/26/08 (W Minnehaha Rec) McLellan received a fire alarm fault from Silent Knight. Upon arrival, McLellan checked the interior of the building to find no
trouble. McLellan was unable to silence the alarm because of security shroud surrounding the box. McLellan noted that this is the second time (6/15 by
Loeffelholz) in a week that the same alarm has gone off. False Alarm
6/27/02 (Hillcrest Rec) Puffer received a call for several interior trips. SPPD responded and checked the interior to find it clear. Outside the building
several juveniles explained that the door was not secure and they entered assuming the center was open but left when the alarm sounded. Unsecured
Building
6/29/08 (Hallie Q Brown) Solheid responded for a door trip coming from a door connected to MLK Rec. Solheid found that a door with a crash bar was
un-secure between the two centers. Solheid was not able to find any keys to lock the door. Joe Buzicky was contacted and informed of the problem.
Buzicky informed Solheid to arm the building and clear. Extra patrols were performed the rest of the night. Unsecured Building
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